Riversong

Shule aroon away to waters by the sea
   It’s a churning, yearning river!
You can cast your burdens there upon the glass;
   Just a skip of polished pebble____

\[
7/8s: \text{melody, } 8/9s: \text{harmony}
\]

Dream_ers, lov_ers, lis_ten, sweet_ly,
Let the waters wash away your tears
Po_ets, seek_ers, lis_ten, keen_ly,
Wonder not, your course is set by love

Sing and dance!
Do a reel to the tune of a babbling tale
Do you heal to the tune of babbling tale?
   Let your heart be glad
Let the song of the river take you away!
Let the song of the river take you away!

\[
7/8s: \text{melody, } 8/9s: \text{harmony}
\]

Don’t let the sun set on hearts of stone
Turn to the river of life
Wisdom of nature is true to life

Be it river or tree sets you free!

Go with a heart full of grace
Come now, sing and dance!
Do a reel to the tune of a babbling tale!
Do you heal to the tune of a babbling take?
   Let your heart be glad
Let the song of the river take you away!

\[
7/8s: \text{melody, } 8/9s: \text{harmony}
\]

Dance to the tune,
Sing to the moon,
Aye, shule aroon,
Oh, shule aroon

Let – the – ri--ver take you!